- Gobos are typically something leafy like RS77806 Large Leaf.
- NEITHER BOOMS NOR GROUND ROW ARE IN REPS.

NOTES:

Blue is R80, R83, R383, or R385 overstage, R125 in cyc
Red is R26 or R27 overstage, R124 in cyc

ANHEUSER-BUSCH PERFORMANCE HALL

Reperatory Light Plot

DATE: 3/7/18
SCALE: 1" = 10'

Electrical work should be in place by the Thursday before the show.

Another rough mock-up will be done the week before the show.

The electrical panel is in the back of the hall.

Lighting on Test Galore and for the show may vary, please consult with the Technical Director to ensure your specific needs.

Lighting design is completed. All lighting equipment is in place.

- Blue in R80, R83, R383, or R385 overstage, R125 in cyc
- Red in R26 or R27 overstage, R124 in cyc
- Amber in R25, R25, or R21, average, R127 in cyc
- White in R127, R127, or R127, average, R17 in cyc
- White in R17, R17, or R17
- White in R17

Blue is 14 Watt or 20 Watt.
Red is 12 Watt or 20 Watt.
Amber is 20 Watt.
White is 20 Watt or 20 Watt.

Gobos are typically something leafy like RS77806 Large Leaf.

Some channels may be reallocated or paired to the discretion of the show electrician.
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